
Imagination as a Path to Wisdom: 

Exploring Depth through Dreams and Images

Friday Night Lecture:  Attendees will explore methods for 
working with figures brought by the unconscious for our 
well-being. These inner figures include dream figures, 
beings in visitations, figures from myth, fairy tales, 
modern fiction or subtle-bodied personalities—beings 
neither fully material, nor fully spirit. To work with these 
imaginal figures is to become more fully who we are 
meant to be. One useful path toward understanding is to 
develop a working relationship with particular images. 
These figures present themselves for our healing, or to 
chide us to change an attitude or course of action. 
Saturday Workshop:  During this workshop we’ll 
investigate how imaginal figures might be identified in our 
own lives. Through small group exercises, attendees will 
encounter their own inner images.  We’ll discover how 
various requests from such figures might be honored and 
what part psyche might play in the work. For those of us 
who don’t dream, or don’t seem to have experiences of 
imaginal figures, the exercises, and group sharing will 
open a portal to a different way of knowing.

Mary Harrell, a Jungian-oriented 
psychotherapist, and licensed 
psychologist, received her Ph.D. in Clinical 
Psychology from Pacifica Graduate 
Institute, Santa Barbara, CA. She is 
Associate Professor Emeritus at State 
University of New York (SUNY) at Oswego. 
Her first book titled, Imaginal Figures in 
Everyday Life: Stories from the World 
between Matter and Mind was published 
in 2015 (Chiron Publications).  Dr. Harrell’s 
latest book, The Mythmaker (2018, Chiron 
Publications) was awarded a 2018 
Nautilus Silver Medal. 

Read Dr. Harrell’s blog posts at 
http://www.maryharrellphd.com/. 
Mary’s Author Chat, in which she answers 
readers’ questions can be found on the 
Chiron Publications website at 
http://chironpublications.com/shop/ima
ginal-figures-everyday-life/

REGISTRATION
Call 614-291-8050 or online at
www.jungcentralohio.org

Members of the Jung Association 
(which is non-profit) and Partner 
Organizations

Fri $35    Sat $55  
$45 & $65 after March 30 

Fri & Sat $80
$95 after March 30

Non-Members
Fri $45    Sat $65

$55 & $75 after March 30
Fri & Sat $100

$120 after March 30
$15 CEU fee

2 CEU’s Friday ; 4 CEU’s Saturday
CEU’s are for counselors, social workers
and  psychologists

LOCATION 
First Community Church 

1320 Cambridge Blvd.
Columbus, Ohio 43212

Mary Harrell, Ph.D.

Friday April 3
from 7-9 pm

Saturday April 4
from 9 am – 1:15 pm

http://www.maryharrellphd.com/
http://chironpublications.com/shop/imaginal-figures-everyday-life/
http://www.jungcentralohio.org/

